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Electric Bloom has definitely added value to the regeneration of Hackney
Central. The community engagement has provided a depth and meaning to
both the Public Art Strategy and the Trelawney Pocket Park, another recent
project which draws inspiration from the town centre’s plant heritage.
Together, these projects ensure that as Hackney Central develops, its past is
not forgotten. The lighting projections are eye-catching and captivating. It was
great to watch and hear passers-by respond enthusiastically to the
installations.
In short, Electric Bloom has been one of the most engaging and creative
projects the town centre has seen for a long time, with key historic sites and
local community groups involved over several months, with fun and
educational showcase events along the way. It has, without doubt, added
value to the regeneration work of the council and I hope to have the
opportunity to work with SDNA again. Thank you so much for bringing this
project to Hackney Central and working so hard to make it such a success.
Anne Malcolm: Town Centre Manager, Hackney Central
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Background
Hackney Electric Bloom is an arts and heritage project inspired by the rich
heritage of Hackney. It aimed to stimulate visitors' and residents' imagination
through a series of workshops, events and art installations, which combined
different art disciplines including digital and interactive art, music, spoken
word, visual art, textiles and garden design.
Electric Bloom explored popular local sites and historical landmarks in and
around Hackney Central and researched the origins of Hackney's long-held
reputation for being a fashionable borough, attracting a range of artists, craftspeople and innovators. Electric Bloom explored the following elements of
Hackney’s history:
The Loddiges Family and their hothouses and nurseries:
The Loddiges, a family of German origin, settled in Hackney in the late 1750s
and created plant nurseries, tropical gardens and introduced exotic plants and
flowers to the borough and throughout the UK. In the early 1800s they created
the largest hothouse in the world and filled it with exotic flowers and giant
palm trees imported from countries including Africa, Australia and South
America. These species were cultivated in the hothouse - grown for the first
time outside of their native environment. Visitors came from around the world
and Hackney became fashionable among royalty, the rich and the famous. The
hothouse began where Hackney Town Hall is now situated and ended at the
end of Paragon Road. Hackney in the early 1800s was the perfect environment
to locate large gardens and nurseries. It was considered a quiet village outside
of the city of London, with fields and farmland and no pollution or heavy
industry. People travelled to Hackney to ‘take the air.’ The Loddiges' tree
nurseries, exotic gardens and hothouse became world famous, and their
publication of botanical drawings, The Botanical Cabinet remains popular to the
present day.
Memorials to the Loddiges family can be found in the churchyard of St John’s
at Hackney and in Abney Park cemetery in Stoke Newington. ‘Loddiges Road’ is
just off Mare Street, behind St Thomas’s Square; and ‘Nursery Road’ is off
Morning Lane opposite the Trelawney Estate – where the Loddiges plant
nurseries once stood.

Textiles and crafts emerging from Hackney in the 19th and 20th
centuries:
By the mid-1800s Hackney was becoming a key location for London’s textile
industry. At this time the Narroway was called Church Street and was one of the
main shopping streets of Hackney. Shopkeepers originally sold produce supplied by
local farms and artisans, but improving transport brought goods from further afield
enabling some traders to set up larger businesses. Matthew Rose first opened a
drapery store in 1852, opposite St Augustin’s Tower. The old shop was replaced by
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much larger premises in 1868 and again in 1880. The store had over one hundred
staff and was promoted as ‘North London’s most popular store’. Matthew Rose’s
store was taken over and rebuilt by Marks & Spencer in 1936 but part of the old
building still survives today.

Electric Bloom was initiated by digital media artists SDNA and supported by London
Borough of Hackney, Arts Council England, Heritage Lottery Fund and PRS Music
Foundation. Project partners included Morningside Children Centre, St John’s at
Hackney Church, SPACE Studios, Sutton House, Trelawney Estate and Tropical
Isles.
Independent Creative Producer Clare Moloney managed Electric Bloom and the
project was overseen by artistic directors’ Valentina Floris and Ben Foot of
SDNA. This core project team were supported by a team of artists leading
workshops and other activities including: Anna Glover (artist & designer);
Annie Goliath (filmmaker & artist); Adolfo Harrison (landscape
gardener/designer); AJ Kwame (musician/DJ); Barley Massey (textile artist);
Bryan Poole (botanical artist); Joel Cahen (sound artist); Mikey Weinkove
(artist); Noel Basualdo (fine artist); Orphy Robinson (musician & composer);
PolarBear (spoken word artist); Raymond Atrobus (spoken word artist);
Rowland Sutherland (musician and composer); Rozi Peters (filmmaker); Sergei
Shabarov (CGI artist and animator); and Zsolt Balogh (visualiser and
animator). See Appendix B for core team and artist biographies.
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Electric Bloom took place over three stages:
1. Public Engagement Programme: 30 March – early July 2015

Participant in film & animation workshop held at Morningside Children’s Centre

Electric Bloom delivered 35 free artist-led workshops: 2 in Textiles; 1 artist-led
drop-in in Collage; 10 self-led sessions in Collage; 3 in Painting & Animation; 3 in
Spoken Word; 3 in Filmmaking & Animation; 1 in Watercolour Painting; 1 in Garden
Design; 5 in Spoken Word & Digital Media Skills; 2 in Music & Architecture; 3 in
Carnival Costume Making; and 1 Origami workshop (delivered as part of the
Electric Bloom Finale event). A total of 480 residents participated in these
workshops, across the spectrum of age, cultural and social background and gender.
Participants were invited to explore the history of the Loddiges and Hackney’s
textile heritage through creating new artworks in response to this history.
Participants and local residents were also invited to share their memories and
stories of Hackney’s past, and to reflect on the current regeneration of the
borough, through participating in Oral History interviews conducted by the project
manager and trained volunteers, and in vox-pops interviews carried out by artist
Mikey Weinkove.
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Left: Textile Workshop at Morningside
Children’s Centre. Parents and children
block printed flowers and leaves
inspired by Loddiges’ palette

Right: Painting & Animation Workshop
with Recycled Teenagers Group at Sutton
House. Participants created watercolours
based on Loddiges’ plant palette and
were then shown how to animate these.

Left: Garden Design Workshop with
residents from Trelawney Estate.
Residents planted flowers from the
Loddiges’ palette in Trelawney Estate
Pocket Park.
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Today I learnt that Loddiges lived in Hackney and planted and took
care of many different types of plants.
Young participant in Textile Workshop

I learned about the Loddiges nurseries in 1750-1836, and about St
Thomas’ Hospital. How wonderful it is to learn about past history.
Participant from Painting & Garden Design workshops at Trelawney Estate

I did love to work together with my daughter. We both had a lovely
time. We learned how to make and have an idea for a movie animation.
Parent from Film & Animation Workshop at Morningside Children’s Centre

The Loddiges plants and flowers helped me to think about home – the
Caribbean.
Member of Recycled Teenager’s Group

I really like PolarBear, he is really cool and accepts all of us. The best
part is that he embraces our talents and lets us extend them.
I have always doubted my artistic written skills. Writing poems on the
spot is something I never thought I could do, but the project changed
my mind. I’ve learned how to now.
Participants from Spoken Word Workshop at SPACE Studios

It was a good workshop and the artists were very helpful. I thought it
was really good because we got to make videos of what makes us
happy. I learned how to use the camera and how to record.
Participant from Spoken Word and Digital Skills Workshop
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2. Participant’s Showcase: Electric Bloom Exhibition, 7 June – 13
September 2015

Electric Bloom Exhibition at Sutton House

Artworks created by participants in the workshop programme including paintings,
collage, animation and film were exhibited at Sutton House for 14 weeks.
Original works inspired by the Loddiges and Hackney’s textile heritage by Hackney
based designer and artist Anna Glover and botanical artist Brian Poole were also
exhibited.
Information panels detailing the history of the Loddiges and Hackney’s historic links
with fashion and textiles were also exhibited, alongside a selection of illustrations
of Loddiges plants and flowers from George Loddiges’ Botanical Cabinet. Further
historical context was provided through special events including a presentation
about the Loddiges delivered by David Solman – local historian and author of
Loddiges of Hackney: The Largest Hothouse in the World. Copies of his book were
available to purchase in the gallery and in Sutton House’s bookshop.
The exhibition attracted approximately 7542 visitors.
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Above, right and
below: Electric Bloom
Exhibition at Sutton
House
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Etchings of Loddiges flowers, by Hackney-based artist Brian Poole

Lovely installation. Showing an unexpected element of Hackney’s
history.
An amazing mix of history, contemporary art and surprises.
Excellent, vibrant, insightful and full of history, energy and life!!
A beautiful and uplifting exhibition.
Inspiring! As a visitor to Hackney, this provided a great insight into the
past…and present!

Some comments from visitors to Electric Bloom Exhibition
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3. Electric Bloom Finale: 12 September 2015

Carnival performer at the Electric Bloom Finale, St John’s at Hackney Church

This Electric Finale was held the day before Hackney One Carnival – connecting the
diversity of the flowers and plants imported into Hackney by the Loddiges family
centuries ago, with the contemporary cultural diversity, creativity and vibrancy of
the borough. The Finale celebrated the culmination of the project and presented a
series of large scale visual projections and animations, sound installations and
delivered a live programme of carnival art (including calypso, soca, samba bands,
carnival performers) African drumming and dance and jazz. The Finale event
launched the following:
4 Temporary digital media art installations including a large-scale projection
and animation on to the façade of St John’s Church; a series of smaller
projections and animations inside the church; and two soundscapes
temporarily installed in St Augustine’s Tower. The visual installations
incorporated Loddiges inspired designs by local artist Brian Poole and
selected visual motifs created by workshop participants. The soundscapes in
St Augustine’s Tower were directly inspired by sounds, music and stories
contributed by workshop participants and Hackney residents.
2 permanent digital media art installations at Churchwell Path (incorporating
designs by local designer and artist Anna Glover, referencing Hackney’s
textile heritage) and Morning Lane (incorporating Loddiges inspired artworks
by artist Brian Poole).
1 Immersive Arts Trail App designed by artist Joel Cahen (see
http://interzonetheatre.com/ and select Electric Bloom). The App is a sitePage 11 of 35

specific sound walk taking the visitor on a journey linking key historical sites
in Hackney, and incorporates residents’ stories and memories of Hackney’s
past and present.
1 original composition ‘Electric Bloom’ composed by Orphy Robinson and
Roland Sutherland, celebrating the diverse cultural and musical heritage of
Hackney and performed live at the finale event.
Artists including the Hackney World Jazz Ensemble, performers and musicians from
Hackney One Carnival and the Bikini Beach Band performed at the Finale. 700
people attended the event and at the time of writing approximately 518,266
people have visited the permanent installations in Churchwell Path and Morning
Lane.

The Electric Bloom Project introduced me to parts of the borough
that I had previously overlooked. It brings art and history into the
public space, and so directly to the people of the community which
makes it possible for all generations to appreciate and enjoy.
One of the special things about Hackney, and something that I
have really enjoyed while growing up here, is that the echoes of the
borough’s rich and interesting past are glittered throughout the
borough’s streets and through its architecture. Having the beautiful
permanent projections on Morning Lane and Churchwell Path really
brings that wonderful history alive for the community to remember,
value and appreciate.
Elam Forrester – Hackney Resident

The final event successfully combined breathtakingly beautiful
projections on to the face of St John at Hackney and a very diverse
programme of events and exhibitions presented to a very broad
audience. We heard someone in the audience say 'It’s like proper
old Hackney but with a nowadays feel'.
Fiona Fieber – Head of Learning & Participation, SPACE Studios
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Left: Permanent
Installation at Churchwell
Path

Right: World Jazz
Ensemble of Hackney
premiering the Electric
Bloom composition at St
John’s at Hackney Church

Left: Scrappy Soca band and
carnival dancers perform at
Electric Bloom Finale
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Left: Temporary
Installation on
façade of St
John’s Church

Right: dancers from
Tropical Isles perform at
Electric Bloom Finale

Left: Samba procession at
Electric Bloom Finale
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Project Outcomes
Electric Bloom has far exceeded its original target beneficiaries and outcomes as
demonstrated below:
Number of Artists Benefiting:
Original target: 14; Actual number - 47 including 2 artistic directors, 12 artists
leading workshops, 1 artist carrying vox-pops, 3 artists providing designs and
artworks for the Electric Bloom exhibition and permanent installations, 1 artist
creating the Arts Trail App and 28 artists, performers and musicians
participating in the Electric Bloom Finale Event. The majority of artists involved
were also Hackney-based, providing a boost to the local creative and cultural
sector.
Number of Participants Benefiting:
Original target: 405; Actual number – 480. Once the project commenced, we
were approached by Sutton House and SPACE Studios to deliver additional
workshop activities with groups connected to their organisations, as part of the
Electric Bloom programme. In addition, we delivered additional drop-in activities
during the Finale event.
Live Audience:
526,508 to date; Expected number over the course of 12 months – 3858,218.
The Exhibition attracted 7542 visitors and 700 attended the Finale event. At the
time of writing the estimated numbers visiting the permanent installations on
Morning Lane and Churchwell Path is 518,266 (based on a weekly footfall in
these areas of 74,038) – hence we expect a total of 3849,976 visitors to these
installations over the course of 1 year.
Broadcast and Online Audience:
Original target: 150,000; Actual number - 23 million. Having PR agency Full
Fat on board enabled us to implement a coherent PR strategy which attracted a
diverse range of print, broadcast and online coverage, including two live
features on London Live News. Full Fat have estimated that this has an
advertising value of £16,633 and a PR value of £41,582. (See Appendix C for full
details of press coverage achieved).
Number of new products / commissions:
Original target: 6; Actual number - 9. Additional funds provided by SPACE
Studios and PRS Music Foundation allowed us to extend the scope of the project
and activities. This includes 2 permanent digital media artworks, 2 temporary
large-scale projections and animations launched at the Electric Bloom Finale
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event, 2 soundscapes, 1 original ‘Electric Bloom’ composition, 1 Arts Trail App
and 1 Electric Bloom website.
Period of Employment for artists in days:
Original target: 125; Actual number - 164. We were invited to extend our
activities with Sutton House and SPACE Studios, and so the scale and scope of
the public engagement programme increased. In addition, we commissioned
artists to support other project outputs such as creating/contributing works to
the Electric Bloom Exhibition, creating the Electric Bloom composition, providing
Loddiges and Textile inspired designs for the installations, and using material
generated by workshop participants and local residents to create two temporary
soundscapes and the Arts Trail App. In addition, 28 artists, musicians and
performers entertained attendees at the Electric Bloom Finale event.
Number of performance and exhibition days:
Original target: 364; Expected number over 12 months – 436. This includes the
71 days the Electric Bloom Exhibition was open to the public, the Electric Bloom
Finale event and 364 days per year the permanent installations can be viewed
by the public. As the installations are permanent, this number will grow year on
year.
At the time of writing, we have been unable to capture the numbers
downloading and accessing the Electric Bloom Arts Trail App. However, we hope
to monitor this very soon.
Number of sessions for education, training and participation:
Original target: 24; Actual number - 37. We delivered a total of 35 workshops
to Hackney residents and communities and 2 training sessions in Oral History
Techniques, delivered to the core project team and project volunteers.
Other Outcomes
Our projected income for this project was £113,500. Once Electric Bloom
commenced and we could demonstrate early successes and impact, we
attracted additional funds of £7899 to extend our workshop activities and
commission the Electric Bloom composition.
Supporting 5 students from Hackney Community College to obtain Bronze Art
Awards. Through delivering 5 additional workshops in Spoken Word and Digital
Media Skills on behalf of SPACE Studios, the project manager of Electric Bloom,
supported 5 students to produce portfolios documenting their participation in
Electric Bloom in preparation for gaining a Bronze Arts Award. See:
urbanvoices2015.blogspot.co.uk
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4. Summary of Project, Conclusions and Recommendations

Participants in the Spoken Word workshops at SPACE Studios

Electric Bloom has been incredibly successful and has far exceeded our
expectations in most areas. A key factor in this success is the consistently high
feedback received from project partners and workshop participants on their
experience of participating in the project and on the professionalism and
organisation provided by the core project team and artists:
92% of workshop participants fed back that the workshops had been a
positive experience
97% of participants gave artists leading the workshop the highest possible
rating of ‘good.’
93% of participants said they learned new skills as a result of participating in
the workshops.
80% of participants said they had increased their knowledge of Hackney’s
history as a result of participating in Electric Bloom.
However, an area we can improve upon in the future is how we brief workshop
artists on workshop content and further support them to devise workshop sessions
incorporating the relevant historical context. While we provided all of the workshop
artists with comprehensive historical reference material, the degree to which this
was used varied. In retrospect, we could have offered artists more guidance on
how to creatively use the elements of Hackney’s heritage we wanted to investigate.
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We also found that unless the Project Manager was present at the workshops to
introduce participants to the history of the Loddiges etc. participants wouldn’t
necessarily make the connection between the artworks they were creating with the
elements of Hackney’s history being explored through Electric Bloom.
In addition, a number of workshop artists fed back that there was often a
discrepancy between information about workshop participants and the expected
outputs received from the core project team, and how they were briefed by staff at
partner venues hosting the workshops. When we held planning meetings involving
partner venues and workshop artists, this ensured everybody was on the same
page in terms of workshop content, logistics and outputs. Time and budget
constraints meant that this could not happen in every case. In the future, realistic
provision in the budget should be made to ensure consistent communication
between the core project team, artists and host venues.
However, feedback received by workshop artists was extremely positive
overall:
67% fed back that the relevance of advance information was ‘more than
adequate; the 33% fed back it was ‘adequate.’
83% fed back that the relevance of the historical information provided
to help them plan and deliver their workshop was ‘very helpful.’
100% said they thought participants had gained new knowledge and
skills through participating in their workshop.
100% said they had gained new knowledge and fresh experiences as a
result of participating in Electric Bloom
83% rated their experience of participating in Electric Bloom as
‘positive.’
83% rated the support they received from the project team highly.

The calibre and variety of artists and partners involved in Electric Bloom, resulted
in SDNA being able to deliver a high quality public programme, a stimulating and
informative exhibition and a series of innovative digital media installations – each
inspired by and incorporating Hackney’s past and present. As the project evolved,
we attracted additional partners and funding, enabling us to extend the scope of
the project and increase the number of beneficiaries. However, we have identified
certain areas we can improve in the future when delivering similar projects of this
scope and scale. The aims of Electric Bloom are below with our assessment on the
degree to which these have been achieved, and our recommendations for future
development:
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Cultivate and strengthen residents’ sense of place, drawing attention to
local heritage and stimulating community engagement
Achieved. 80% of workshop participants evaluated reported that the project
increased their knowledge of local history. Electric Bloom’s activities took place at
key historical sites in Hackney including Sutton House (exhibition and workshops),
St John’s at Hackney Church (temporary installations, Finale Event and
workshops); St Augustine’s Tower (workshops; temporary installations and Finale
Event); and Churchwell Path (permanent installation).
Residents were invited to talk about Hackney in their own words, using their own
memories, stories and reflections, and this has been key in strengthening their
sense of place and reinforcing their personal ‘investment’ in Hackney. In addition,
project participants were encouraged to use their own experiences and
perspectives to respond to Hackney’s heritage and create artworks in response. For
example, young people participating in the Spoken Word Workshops were
encouraged to use their own personal experiences of Hackney as well as inspiration
from what Hackney was like during the time of the Loddiges, to create their spoken
word pieces. Children and parents participating in the film and animation
workshops at Morningside Children’s Centre were asked to create animations by
imagining Hackney as a giant hothouse and exploring what they needed to grow
and flourish in such an environment.
The permanent installations, the arts trail App and the recordings of residents’
stories and memories of Hackney’s past and present will also help to achieve this
aim. One local resident has remarked on how the installations have, drawn my
attention to places in Hackney I had previously overlooked.
Further Recommendations: SDNA need to work with our project partners and
London Borough of Hackney to publicize and promote the installations,
soundscapes, Electric Bloom website and App further. This will make greater
numbers of residents and visitors to Hackney aware of their presence and ensure
the project has a legacy. We should also obtain support in promoting these from
Hackney Council, Hackney Museum and Hackney Archives.
SDNA could also carry out further vox-pops with visitors to the installations and
users of the App, to further evaluate their impact on cultivating resident’s sense of
place and awareness of local heritage.

Deliver contemporary public art referencing local history and showcasing
current creative capital of Hackney in a dynamic and innovative way:
Achieved. Both the permanent and temporary digital artworks referenced local
history through using visual elements from the Loddiges hothouses and botanical
gardens, as well as the vibrant colours and shapes from textiles produced in
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Hackney in the early 20th century. In addition, the installations incorporated
material and artworks generated by workshop participants and professional artists
based in Hackney – hence showcasing and celebrating the creative capital of
Hackney:
I enriched and extended my experience through working and collaborating with
artists and professionals such as Adolfo Harrison who is a Landscape Gardener;
working within a National Trust building and heritage professionals; teaching
planned workshops which involved participants of different ages, abilities,
ethnical and religious backgrounds within one workshop. I wouldn’t change
anything; it was a great experience which benefited the community.
Noel Basualdo, Workshop Artist

Reach new and diverse audiences
Achieved. Although Hackney-based, much of SDNA’s projects have taken place in
other cities. Through Electric Bloom, SDNA have been able to meaningfully engage
with local residents, trusted community organisations and collaborate with artists
based in Hackney. We wanted our work to speak to and include a diverse range of
people, especially those not in the habit of participating in or attending art events.
Residents aged from 2 to 80+ years participated in the workshop programme and
the cultural background of participants reflects the diversity of the borough (Please
see Appendix A - Project Data for a breakdown of participant’s cultural background
etc.)
We prioritized participants who do not have regular opportunities to participate in
art and heritage activities through working with a diverse range of partners such as
Trelawney Estate, Morningside Children’s Centre, Sutton House, St John’s at
Hackney Church and SPACE Studios.
We hope the project’s legacy - through the permanent digital media installations,
Arts Trail app and soundscapes will enable more people to engage and appreciate
their local history and Hackney’s contemporary culture.
Further Recommendations: To enable SDNA to continue to build up new and
enduring audiences for our work, we need to promote the permanent installations,
the App, the composition and soundscapes through our own and our partners’
website/social networking sites, and through better connections with Hackney
Museum and Hackney Archives.

To extend our experience and skills:
Achieved. Electric Bloom has given SDNA the opportunity to extend our experience
and capabilities as Artistic Directors as well as digital media artists. In collaboration
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with the Creative Producer, we led an ambitious and often challenging public art
and heritage project, managed a creative team of artists from different disciplines,
and curated a programme of events and activities which engaged and appealed to
a wide range of people. These additional leadership skills will be a great asset to
our portfolio and put us in a strong position to win future commissions and to
conceptualize and lead more ambitious public art projects.

Promote connectivity by establishing links between key locations in
Hackney Central:
Partially Achieved. The original plan was to situate the public art installations over a
wider area and effectively link them together through an arts and heritage trail. In
addition, we anticipated that the temporary installations would be displayed for a
number of days, providing more opportunities for Hackney residents and visitors to
visit them. However, due to difficulties in obtaining the necessary permissions to
install the temporary installations over a longer time period and the expense
involved in this, the temporary installations were in place for the duration of the
Finale event only.
However, the Electric Bloom Arts Trail App certainly has the potential to achieve
this aim. The App uses sounds and stories collected from project participants and
takes listeners on a site-specific sound walk to 9 key sites and landmarks relevant
to the Loddiges and Hackney’s fashion/textile heritage, in and around Hackney
Central. Ambient sounds, music and stories collected from local residents and
Electric Bloom artists, partners and participants about these places are
automatically triggered when the listener moves through these sites.
Further Recommendations: The App has the potential to encourage residents
and visitors to explore different spaces and buildings in Hackney and appreciate
their historical relevance and current cultural value. However, the App needs to be
further promoted by SDNA and our Electric Bloom partners and further evaluation
of its impact should be carried out at a future date.

To collaborate with a range of partners and artists to create new
approaches in public art, regeneration, inclusion and participation:
Partially Achieved. Electric Bloom was designed with inclusivity and participation
woven into the project at every stage. The workshop programme and the Exhibition
was incredibly successful in bringing local organisations, residents and communities
on-board and enabling them to creatively engage in and appreciate the rich
heritage of Hackney. The permanent and temporary installations and the Arts Trail
App were inspired by and incorporate creative works produced by participants. As a
result, we hope both the installations and the App will continue to resonate strongly
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with local people and help foster a sense of pride and a sense of ownership towards
their local area.
Electric Bloom practiced a joined-up approach involving local artists, residents,
heritage professionals and community organisations, to creatively investigate
Hackney’s heritage and also articulate what makes Hackney so special and wellloved:
I was delighted that SDNA were so engaged with, and keen to build on, their
work on the Hackney Central Public Art Strategy. This was a project previously
commissioned by LBH to enhance the public realm in Hackney Central and help
guide visitors and residents round the town centre. As the Public Art Strategy
developed, stakeholders expressed concern that there was little
public awareness of the area’s rich botanical heritage - a key theme for the
public art. Electric Bloom has helped address this issue through the wonderful
and varied programme of community engagement workshops. It’s clear from
the workshop footage how much participants of all ages and backgrounds have
enjoyed the creative experiences offered by Electric Bloom, which has provided
the opportunity to socialise and learn at the same time.
Anne Malcolm – Town Centre Manager, Hackney Central

While it might be too early to say if this will encourage new approaches to
commissioning and delivering future public art and regeneration projects, it is a
very encouraging and positive start. All too often, regeneration focuses on the
‘new’ and neglects to invest or celebrate what is already present. Electric Bloom
created new public art through drawing inspiration from Hackney’s heritage and
understanding the different ways in which residents connect with their local area.
Further Recommendations: SDNA should promote Electric Bloom as a model of
good practice in delivering public art and regeneration projects to other local
authorities and organisations. SDNA is in the process of completing a short film
documenting Electric Bloom, which can be used to make the case for how digital
media and participatory arts practice can articulate the diverse and complex
narrative of place and space, and how a participatory and joined-up approach can
produce innovative public art and regeneration projects.
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Evaluation Methodology
Clare Moloney, Independent Creative Producer and Project Manager of Electric
Bloom has produced this evaluation report. The conclusions and
recommendations of this report are based upon the feedback received from
participants, partners, project artists, critical friends, and self-evaluation
discussions held between the Project Manager and the Artistic Directors.
Monitoring information and feedback from core stakeholders was captured in
the following way:
Head counts at workshops, events and exhibition (Sutton House provided
visitor numbers for exhibition).
Tracking number of visitors and hits on Electric Bloom and SDNA
websites and social networking sites.
Monitoring range of press coverage and recording estimated reach.
Recording demographic of workshop participants
Conducting simple questionnaires, either verbally or in written form, to
measure the positive impact on workshop participants, in terms of
learning new skills and gaining new knowledge; perception of Hackney
and regeneration; increased understanding of local heritage; and
improved sense of well-being.
Carrying out interviews and conducting simple questionnaires to measure
impact on artists and partners, regarding new skills and knowledge
gained; creating new audiences/contexts for their work; and supporting
future opportunities for collaboration.
Holding discussions with the core project team on how the project
enabled them to acquire new skills/knowledge; resolve creative
challenges and logistical issues; support future opportunities for
collaboration; and how to replicate as a model of good practice in other
locations.
Next Steps
Drawing from this evaluation report, SDNA will produce a case study to
demonstrate Electric Bloom as a fresh approach to commissioning and
delivering public art and regeneration projects. SDNA will elicit support from LB
of Hackney and other local authorities to distribute the case study and
generate similar public art and heritage projects. We will also share this case
study through future events, SDNA website, and through project partners and
artists.
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Relevant Links:
Project Website: www.electricbloom.org
Electric Bloom Arts Trail App: http://interzonetheatre.com/
(Select Electric Bloom and follow instructions to download the App on to your
phone)
Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/hackneyelectricbloom/
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Appendix A: Project Data
Electric Bloom Workshop Programme
Feedback questions represented in statistics
Possible Answers: a = more than adequate; b = adequate; c = inadequate
Workshop Artists
1. How do you rate the information about Electric Bloom sent to you in advance of the workshops? Was this effective in helping you to plan activities and sessions?
2. Was the historical reference material provided helpful and relevant?
3. What skills and knowledge do you think participants gained from your workshop?
4. What did you learn from the workshops and would you do anything differently next time?
7. Has your involvement in the project been a positive experience?
9. What have you gained from the experience and how might you use this in the future?
10. How you feel about the support received from the Project team
Volunteer Training in Oral History Techniques
1. Were you sufficient briefed on the content of the training prior to the session?
2. What were your expectations
3. Did the training meet your expectations?
4. Three valuable pieces of guidance?
5. Rate the Trainer on a scale of 1-4 with 4 being highest
6. Rate your knowledge of Oral History upon completing the session, on a scale of 1-4 with 4 being highest
Overall feedback - Early Years & Family Workshops
1. Was the workshop a positive experience for you?
2. Did you enjoy the different activities?
3. How did you feel about your own piece of work when it was completed?
4. Did you learn anything new about Hackney in today's workshop?
Overall feedback questions - Adult and Mixed Workshops
1. Was the workshop a positive experience for you? (good/acceptable/negative)
2. How would you rate the workshop leader(s) overall? - as above
3. Which of the workshop activities did you enjoy the most and why?
4. Did you learn any new skills? If so, please say what they were?
5. Did you learn anything new about Hackney's history throughout the workshops?
6. Did you learn anything new about present day Hackney?
Overall feedback questions - Extended Workshops
1. Was the workshop a positive experience for you? (good/acceptable/negative)

2. How would you rate the workshop leader(s) overall? - as above
3. Which of the workshop activities did you enjoy the most and why?
4. Did you learn any new skills? If so, please say what they were?
5. How might you use these new skills in the future?

Statistics - Workshops
Key: letters assigned are in descending order, so highest letter - a, is the most positive answer; b, next positive answer; c - negative
answer

Lead Workshop Artists
Barley Massey
Noel Basualdo
Steven Camden
Adolfo Harrison
Annie Goliath
Zsolt Balogh
Rozi Peters
Peter Adjaye
Raymond Atrobus

Totals
Percentages

1. Relevance of
Advance info

2. Relevance of
Historical Info

3.Participants
gained new skills
& Knowledge

4. Artist gained new
knowledge and
experience?
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive

a
b
a
a
a
b

a
b
a
a
a
a

affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive
affirmative/positive

4

5

6

67%

83%

100%

2. Meet
Expectations?

3. Gained New
Knowledge?

7. Positive
Experience for
artist?
a
a
a
a
a
b

a
a
a
a
a
b

6

5

5

100%

83%

83%

4. Satisfaction with
Trainer?

5. Knowledge of
Oral History upon
completing
session

Oral History Training

1. Advance info

Elisabetta Del Giudice
Madeline Connor
Clare Moloney
Mikey Weinkove

a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

a
c
a
a

4
100%

4
100%

4
100%

4
100%

3
75%

Totals
Percentages
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9. Support from
project team

* In the following tables, 'Numbers' column there for reference, does not denote number of forms filled, but number of people attending each workshop

Early Years & Family
Workshops
Textile Workshop at
Morningside Children's Centre
Drop-in Collage Workshop at
Sutton House
Self-led Collage Activity at
Sutton House

Total / Percentages

Adult & Mixed Workshops
Painting & Animation Workshop with
Recycled Teenagers at Sutton
House
Spoken Word with HCC Students at
SPACE Studios
Painting Workshop at Trelawney
Estate
Film & Animation at Morningside
Children's Centre
Music for Architecture Workshop with
Hackney Voices at St John's Church
Music for Architecture Workshop with
Bell Ringers at St John's Church
Carnival Costume Accessory
Workshop
Flower Origami Workshop

Total / Percentages
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1. Positive
Experience

Numbers

2. Quality of
Activities

3. Completed
Work

4. New info
about Hackney

40

100%

100%

100%

55%

25

56%

56%

56%

56%

50

no data

no data

no data

no data

115

78%

78%

78%

56%

Numbers

60

1. Positive
Experience

2. Workshop
Leaders

94%

96%

3. Quality of
Activities

100%

4. New
Skills

91%

5. Increased
knowledge of
Hackney
History

87%

Notes

Only 50% of participants
completed forms
no data

6. Increased
knowledge of
present day
Hackney

Notes

87%

45

98%

98%

100%

93%

91%

82%

30

100%

97%

97%

90%

33%

17%

45

98%

98%

100%

98%

100%

Not asked

25

92%

92%

100%

88%

88%

Not asked

10

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data

60
30

no data
no data

no data
no data

no data
no data

no data
no data

no data
no data

no data
no data

305

96%

96%

99%

92%

80%

62%

Project Mgr
presented on
history

Project Mgr
presented on
history
Project Mgr
presented on
history

Extended
Workshops
Spoken Word &
Digital Media
Skills with HCC
Students

Total /
Percentages

Grand Total /
Percentages
for Workshops

Numbers

1. Positive
Experience

2. Workshop
Leaders

3. Quality of Activities

4. New Skills

60

100%

100%

100%

100%

60

100%

100%

100%

100%

Total
Numbers

Total % had
Positive
Experience

480

92%

Total % Satisfied
with Workshop
Leaders

Total %
Quality of
Activities

97%

94%

59%

* EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES MONITORING: Note: data below is based on participants who completed Equal
Opportunity Monitoring forms NOT total number of participants:
AGE RANGE
0-5
6-16
17-24
25-40
41-60
60+
Textile at Morningside
8
9
1
9
1
0
Drop-in Collage at Sutton House
2
8
9
1
Self-led collage at Sutton House
Drawing & Animation at Sutton
House
Spoken Word at SPACE
Painting / Garden Workshop at
Trelawney Estate
Film & Animation at Morningside
Children’s Centre
Music for Architecture Workshop
with Hackney Voices at St John’s
Church
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Total %
Increased
knowledge of
Hackney
History

Total %
Increased
knowledge of
Present Day
Hackney

80%

Total
28
20
0

14

1

-

-

-

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

16

18
15

1

1

4
9

2

2

7

Notes

Data not
collected

Total %
Learned new
skills

93%

Data not
collected

Music for Architecture Workshop
with Bell Ringers at St John’s
Church
Spoken Word & Digital Media
Skills with HCC Students

0
0

Totals
Percentage

12
12%

20
20%

GENDER
Textile at Morningside
Collage at Sutton House

Male
9
5

Female
19
15

Self-led collage at Sutton House
Drawing & Animation at Sutton
House
Spoken Word at SPACE
Painting / Garden Workshop at
Trelawney Estate
Film & Animation at Morningside
Children's Centre
Music for Architecture Workshop
with Hackney Voices at St John's
Church
Music for Architecture Workshop
with Bell Ringers at St John's
Church
Spoken Word & Digital Media
Skills with HCC Students

Totals
Percentage
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17
17%

26
26%

7
7%

19
19%

101
100%
Total
28
20
0

0
1
7

23
8

24
15

0

4

4

3

5

8

2

8

10

0

0

Data not
collected

5

5

10

32
27%

87
73%

119
100%

Notes

Data not
collected

DISABILITY
Textile at Morningside
Collage at Sutton House

Yes
0
0

Self-led collage at Sutton House
Drawing & Animation at Sutton
House
Spoken Word at SPACE
Painting / Garden Workshop at
Trelawney Estate
Film & Animation at Morningside
Children's Centre

Music for Architecture Workshop
with Bell Ringers at St John's
Church
Spoken Word & Digital Media
Skills with HCC Students

Textile at
Morningside
Drop-in
collage at
Sutton
House
Self-led
collage at
Sutton
House
Drawing &
Animation at
Sutton
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6
0

17
15

23
15

1

5

6

0

12

12

2

10

12

0

10

10

117
93%

126
100%

Asian
Indian

5

3

3

7

13

1

1

Data not
collected

No data
collected

0

9
7%

White
Other

7

White
Irish

Notes

0

0

Totals
Percentage

White
British

Total
28
20

0

Music for Architecture Workshop
with Hackney Voices at St John's
Church

ETHNICITY

No
28
20

Asian
Pakistani

Asian
Bangladeshi

2

Other
Asian

Black
British

Black
Carribean

3

Black
African

Black
Other

5

Chinese

Mixed
/ Dual

Other

Total

2

5

28

20

11

1

1

22

House
Spoken
Word at
SPACE
Painting /
Garden
Workshop at
Trelawney
Estate
Film &
Animation at
Morningside
Children's
Centre
Music for
Architecture
Workshop
with Hackney
Voices at St
John's
Church
Music for
Architecture
Workshop
with Bell
Ringers at St
John's
Church
Spoken
Word &
Digital Media
Skills with
HCC
Students
Totals

5
39

1
3

21

4

0

2

1

5

1
17

1
6

4

0

2
10

5

Percentage

33%

3%

18%

3%

0%

2%

1%

4%

15%

5%

3%

0%

9%

4%
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3

1

1

4

8

2

1

5

1

1

2

3

15

1

4

8

2

1

10

1

0

10
117
100
%

Appendix B – Core Team & Artist Biographies
SDNA – Artistic Directors, Electric Bloom; Workshop Leaders in Painting &
Animation and Spoken Word & Digital Media
SDNA is a creative studio based in London producing distinctive digital artwork. SDNA
explore techniques of interaction within public spaces, using emerging technologies
and innovative presentation media. Established in 2004 by directors Ben Foot and
Valentina Floris, SDNA continues to develop and present digital artwork and theatrical
productions for festivals, fashion labels, museums, city councils, musicians and many
more.
SDNA‘s work varies from audio visual installation and performance to interactive
public art. Their interdisciplinary approach, integrating site-responsive installation and
live performance, aims to widen the scope of digital art. From interactive gardens at
Hampton Court (two years’ double gold medal winner – with Acorn Garden Design) to
international band tours, we are constantly looking for new collaborations to extend
the variety of commissions we take. SDNA regularly collaborates with a fantastic
array of performers, choreographers, actors and designers who bring their expertise
to different projects. SDNA’s extensive expertise ranges from artistic direction,
content creation techniques (including filming, animation and photography) to an
extensive knowledge of post-production (including special effects and image
manipulation), and live audio visual systems and displays design (including
architectural large scale video projection systems, live video and interactive displays).
www.sdna.tv
Clare Moloney – Project Manager, Electric Bloom
Clare in an independent Creative Producer and Writer, with over 15 years’ experience
in curation and delivering participatory projects, events, exhibitions and publications
across a range of disciplines. Previous projects include: Gaza on Gaza – an exhibition
and programme of talks, screenings and events exploring a range of responses from
Palestinian artists on the 2014 invasion of Gaza; River & Cloth - a 2 year programme
of textile workshops delivered to schools and community groups, teacher and
volunteer training, exhibitions and events exploring the rich textile heritage of
Merton; Museums & Galleries Month – connecting contemporary artists with museums
and heritage sites around the UK to explore how artists can unpack and interpret
historical sites and collections; and Sentient City – working with artist Tom Wolseley
and producing a programme of exhibitions, public engagement events and educational
workshops exploring our relationship with our urban environment.
claremoloney.org

Project Artists
Anna Glover – co-designer of permanent installation in Churchwell Path.
Anna is a designer who creates distinctive bespoke wallpapers, soft furnishing fabrics
and interior design concepts.
www.annaglover.co.uk
Annie Goliath – Workshop Leader, Spoken Word and Digital Media; and
Filmmaking & Animation
Annie is an artist working across a range of mediums including painting, sound,
installation, moving image and performance.
www.anniegoliath.com
Adolfo Harrison – Workshop Leader, Garden Design
Adolfo is a garden designer and artist who creates landscapes and gardens to enable
dialogue between people, space and culture.
www.cityscapes.org.uk
AJ Kwame – Workshop Leader, Music & Architecture
AJ is a musician, composer, producer, DJ and founder of Music for Architecture – an
evolving project creating compositions and soundscapes inspired by buildings.
www.musicforarchitecture.com
Barley Massey – Workshop Leader, Textiles
Barley is a textile artist with a particular focus on upcycling and eco-design. Barley is
also founder of Fabrications, an independent Hackney-based gallery, shop and studio
dedicated to contemporary textile practice and design.
www.fabrications1.co.uk
Bryan Poole – exhibited botanical etchings in Electric Bloom exhibition
Brian is a member of the Royal Society of Painter-Printmakers (RE) and a RHS (Royal
Horticultural Society) Gold Medal winner. His work is true to the 17th Century intaglio
etching technique to which he brings a strong, contemporary, graphic feel. He is a
"modern classicist" trained by Kew Gardens and a Chelsea Flower Show perennial.
www.etchart.co.uk
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Joel Cahen – Creator of Electric Bloom Arts Trail App
Joel is an audio and visual artist who also curates and leads interactive and
experiential art events.
www.joelcahen.wordpress.com
Noel Basualdo – Workshop Leader, Painting; and Collage
Noel is an artist and fine art lecturer. Noel has exhibited her work in solo and group
shows throughout the UK and internationally.
www.noelbasualdo.com
Orphy Robinson – composer of Electric Bloom composition
Orphy is a multi-instrumentalist who creates music across a variety of genres. Orphy
has written music for television, film, theatre, opera and contemporary classical
music.
www.orphyrobinson.blogspot.co.uk
PolarBear (aka Steven Camden) – Workshop Leader, Spoken Word
PolarBear is a leading spoken word artist who has performed around the world.
PolarBear has led young people’s writing and performance projects with schools and
arts organisations for the past decade.
www.bearheart.org.uk
Raymond Atrobus – Workshop Leader, Spoken Word & Digital Media Skills
Raymond is a spoken word poet and educator. Raymond has performed alongside
writers and poets including Margaret Atwood, Benjamin Zephaniah and Michael
Horovitz.
www.raymondantrobus.blogspot.co.uk
Rowland Sutherland – composer of Electric Bloom composition
Rowland is a flautist, composer, arranger, bandleader and educator. Rowland plays in
ensembles, bands, orchestras and as a soloist across a range of genres including
classical, contemporary, jazz, non-Western and popular music.
www.rowlandsutherland.com
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Rozi Peters – Workshop Leader, Filmmaking & Animation
Rozi is an artist and filmmaker whose work is informed by movement, dance,
animation and set design. Rozi produces films for community, education and industry
contexts.
www.rozipeters.com
Sergei Shabarov – co-designer Electric Bloom visual installations
Sergei is a CG artist and animator producing work for theatre, opera, television and
film.
www.shabarov.com
Tropical Isles – Workshop Leader, Carnival Costumes & Accessories
Tropical Isles is a youth carnival group who provide educational, carnival, creative and
performing arts activities to develop the skills and talents of young people.
www.tropicalisles.org.uk
Zsolt Balogh – Workshop Leader, Filmmaking & Animation
Zsolt is an animation artist and Director of Animation for 59 productions. Zsolt’s
animation and design works include projections for London 2012 Opening Ceremony
and installations for the 'David Bowie Is' exhibition at the V&A.
www.59productions.co.uk/tag/zsolt_balogh
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